Somerset Councils- a plan for
collaboration
Introduction
1. This is the second of three documents that aim to progress two collaborative options for
creating more efficient and effective local government in Somerset.





The first is Collaboration in Somerset: The Case for Change which seeks to
explore the particular context of Somerset and to describe why collaborative
working at all levels and across the whole system of provision holds the key to
sustainable progress.
The Second document Somerset: A Plan for Collaboration sets out a proposed
approach to a programme of work, resourcing and governance, that would
deliver the change by the most efficient and effective route possible.
The third document Leading and listening sets out a programme of activity to
secure a democratic mandate for the proposed course of action and how to get
meaningful buy in from staff, partners and the public.

2. The requirement for this element of the work is:
2.1. To set out the resources (people, skills and responsibility areas) required to deliver
that programme and at what points they are required plus time commitments
2.2. To set out some proposals in terms of governance and team working - how will the
work be overviewed; how will the team work as a team given the travelling times in
the county etc
3. This report has been developed through the facilitated effort of senior representatives
of the 5 Councils in Somerset who together form the Somerset Internal Consultancy
Team (SICT). It draws heavily on the work developed by the consortium of Ignite,
Collaborate, Pixel Finance and De Montfort University on behalf of the Somerset Cex
Alliance, which is contained in the Future of Local Government in Somerset (FOLGIS)
report which set out.
4. The report went on to identify a number of options for the creation of Unitary Councils
of various configurations. In addition to these two further options were described that
were based more on the transformation of collaborative working practices than on
structural solutions. The Leaders and Chief Executives selected these, non-structural
options as the way forward that best suited the local context
5. The team felt that before we could answer the brief in 3 above that some refinement
was necessary to the description of options 2 and 4, and so, without altering the sense
of the original proposals we have found it necessary, for clarity, to articulate them
slightly differently and set out a number of options regarding the proposed sequencing
of the work that the original report proposed.

The FOLGIS report programme plan
6. The FOLGIS report states that under option 2
6.1. “Each Council maximises its own efficiency based on agreed common principles and
standards of transformation, and then together they collectively build increased
degrees of sharing based on:


Shared strategy and then



Shared Internal support and then



Shared Customer journeys / Community / Partnerships

6.2. This option would require significant leadership and a step change in collaboration
to articulate and hold the line on direction of travel and deliver the required
benefits. A shared appetite for the scale and scope of the opportunities and a
willingness to move towards consistency and common standards will be essential.
6.3. The councils could quickly start to collaborate as a basis for future integration on
areas such as: a single vision and strategy for Somerset; common regeneration
areas; commissioning and procurement of the big common areas of spend e.g.
maintenance and refurbishment; a single commercial strategy and delivery building
on the success of the Somerset Waste Partnership and other commercial
approaches at a number of districts; and management of a single asset portfolio.
6.4. The councils might also choose to build on emerging good practice at local level to
develop their multi-disciplinary locality working with a focus on early help and
managing future demand. All of these areas could create savings through a mix of
non-staff expenditure, income, and by reducing ‘growth/demand’ assumptions in
MTFSs.
6.5. Larger staff cost savings would start to be realised as the councils implemented
integrated staff structures e.g. for support services. Preparation for this would
include reviewing processes, technology, activity, structures, ways of working,
culture and existing transformation plans in order to reposition these and build
consistency and alignment, to support integration opportunities”
7. The report presents a schematic that classifies and separates Council activity into a
number of headings.
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8. These headings then become themes in proposed workstreams through which savings
and improvements will be made













Leadership/management integration
Shared internal support service
Simple self-serve customer journeys
Local holistic triage –
Shared/integrated processing/ case and specialist
Multi-disciplinary locality working
Single strategy/approach to community-based demand management
One set of strategies & strategic outcomes
Joined up commissioning & procurement
Shared/integrated S&C activity incl. EPMO
Single commercial strategy (and delivery)
Focused asset strategy & portfolio management

9. The SICT members had an issue with the use of these headings drawing on
transformation programme experience, which is the tendency of these headings to
become projects within an overall programme with their own target savings figure,
whereas in fact many of these seemingly separate workstreams have very strong
interdependencies and potentially target the same groups of staff for realising their
savings as well as being reliant on each other for common infrastructure and shared
strategy to deliver effectively. The danger, in programme management terms is to end
up with double counting, missed opportunities for synergy and contradictory decision
making and investment.
10. Because of this, the SICT took the view that some of these headings should be clustered
and pursued as an integrated whole within the programme and the options for
proposed clusters are set out in para 14 below.
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Option 2 Sequence
11. The FOLGIS report set out a staged, linear ‘journey’ for the sharing arrangements which
is illustrated below.
11.1.
Councils would pursue individual efficiency journeys in the first instance in an
effort to ‘get fit’ and then they would add a number of elements, starting with
shared strategy, then adding internal support and then some elements of customer
activity

12. As with the proposed savings lines, the SICT had some issues with the sequencing, with a
potential danger in the proposal to pursue separate efficiency journeys in the first
instance. Councils may head down different paths with different suppliers and end up
with different systems having already taken money out of their budgets, potentially
making sharing more difficult and less rewarding at the end of the first phase.
Alternative sequencing scenarios are proposed in para 17 below.
Option 4
13. The FOLGIS report describes option 4 as follows
13.1.
“This option creates the opportunity to do something new and different in
Somerset that reflects current challenges. It potentially offers a model that focuses
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on both economies of scale and local management of demand and if implemented
effectively, provides a good trade-off between voice, place, stewardship and
finance.
13.2.
Three tier working would be reconfigured for Somerset: Super locality
councils; Pan Somerset entity; and town and parish councils better integrated into
the system. The most similar current arrangement in England is unitary councils and
a combined authority e.g.
13.3.

Democratic arrangements

13.4.
The main council governance would sit with the super locality level
(elections, council, cabinet, overview and scrutiny, audit, statutory roles). A
mechanism for super locality member representation on pan area entity would be
designed. Staff might also work across levels. Pan-area governance could be
modelled on the Combined Authority model (with or without a mayor). The county
council would no longer exist, and statutory powers, duties and governance require
further consideration. Government syndication & approval would also be required.
13.5.

Services

13.6.
This offers a new way of working for current challenges. Super localities
would run locally scaled services (including early help and prevention to manage
demand). The pan Somerset entity would run / coordinate services at larger scale.
There is high potential to transform and realise integration opportunities and
benefit from locality/ community- based demand management.
13.7.

Partners and wider system

13.8.
There is an opportunity to review and align to CCG structures, statutory
powers, co- commissioning, building on the work of the County. If Somerset
becomes a Combined Authority this would impact the HoSW LEP”
14. The diagram used to describe this scenario is here:
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The Team wanted to create greater clarity on what this might mean for the different tiers of
government and what would belong where and hence we present a re-worked version in
para 26 below.

Refining the FOLGIS proposal
Option 2 refining the workstreams
15. The Team took the view that there are a number of ways in which the existing
workstreams could be clustered to avoid the potential dangers identified in para 9.
16. In our discussions we created clusters of workstreams that, when progressed together,
would reinforce each other, engage with the same staff and draw on common
investment.

Option 2 getting the sequence right – making the commitment, becoming more agile
17. The sequencing of the programme represents a clear opportunity to signal intent to the
respective organisations. People will be aware of the previous attempt to progress a
shared services approach known as “Pioneer Somerset”, which never really got of the
ground.
18. The FOLGIS report states that
“previous efforts at collaboration Somerset-wide have had mixed results, none of which have
been wholly successful. This was recognised in the discussion regarding a preferred initial
move to Option 2. Given past experiences, this is NOT the easy option and WILL require both
considerable commitment and strong leadership to deliver positive change”
19. The Team, based on the view set out in para 10, felt that a stronger signal was needed of
the intent to work together as quickly as possible based on:
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19.1.
The immediate establishment of a Collaboration Programme Board,
subdivided into the clusters outlined above to
a) build awareness of current activity in the Councils
b) ensure that all activity is based on the premise that a shared approach is the
agreed goal of the organisations and that no individual actions should jeopardise
that
c) explore the scale of the opportunities and identify where work could start in order
to show quick progress and gain momentum.
Option 4 three level working – clarifying the model
20. The Team were of the view that the proposed three tier model needed some
development for greater clarity.
21. Historically Councils have been defined by the services they are responsible for running.
“Who gets what?” is a central question that ascribes status and funding on the basis of
responsibility for provision.
22. In the view of the Team this issue of ownership is not helpful in a collaborative model.
The central question is in what forums is the work best done? In the Case for Change we
set out a number of areas where county wide, demand side issues (such as the growing
population and the increasing proportion of people over 80 in that population) need to
addressed at number of levels a) in commissioning terms at a Somerset wide level to
ensure integration with the NHS b)at a super locality level to ensure consistent
approaches to strengths based assessment and reablement and c) at a town/parish level
to ensure that individuals are supported by the community to be active and engaged so
that isolation, a key determinant of decline in old age, is minimised.
23. Hence in the three tier model presented below, an initial attempt has been made to
identify what belongs where, and what forms of governance would best be suited to
work at the three levels. Within this model there are options and choices about the
forms of organisation.
24. The original FOLGIS report under option 4 “the County Council would no longer exist”
need not be a given. One option is that it would change to become more of a strategic
and co-ordinating body, more akin to a combined authority but with the resourcing to
ensure where County wide approaches are needed the organisation would have the
capacity to make change happen.
25. The shared services and income generating opportunities would in this configuration be
run as joint ventures and Districts would participate in them through their membership
of the joint venture Boards. The team were of the view that the creation of new entities
in the form of public-public or public-private partnerships was necessary for two
reasons. The first is to signal adequate commitment of leaders to making change happen
and be ‘in it’ for the long term. The second was to ensure that the governance is robust
enough to deliver the savings by tying the participating organisations in for a period of
time. In one of the most high profile collaborative arrangements in recent local
government history, the Tri-Borough agreement in London we have seen both the
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potential of collaborative working and also its vulnerability to organisations walking
away.
26. At a hyper local level, there could be a greater role for Towns and Parishes but only
where they are competent to take on the responsibility for preventative and localised
triage services and be the hosts for self-service access to County wide services. A test of
this competence would need to be devised but the fact that this options existed would
serve as an encouragement for those wishing to be more involved at a local level, but
who do not do so given the very limited canvass at present.
27. Where Towns and Parishes are not yet capable, then the approach to prevention and
asset based community development would be organised by the super locality, working
with the community groups and networks to build social capital on each area.
28. An initial view of this arrangement is illustrated below.

Delivering the Programme
29. The team were mindful of the potential cost of change and the need to minimise this
whilst at the same time creating adequate capacity to properly resource a very
ambitious transformation programme. A number of overall approaches to resourcing
were considered based on the clustering model outlined above
30. A ‘full participation’ approach would see each of the Councils contributing equally to
each programme and sub-programme. This would be a highly resource intensive
approach.
31. A ‘lead and scrutiny’ version of this would see consistent participation but unequal
contribution, with perhaps two Councils leading in certain areas with the remainder
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acting as a reference group in a check and challenge capacity in selected subprogrammes.
32. A ‘best for the rest’ arrangement in which on the basis of an analysis of current
capability and capacity, one Council would lead the work with the full involvement of
the others.
33. The final ‘alternative’ scenario would add external capacity at a number of potential
intensities
33.1.
The first would see a blended delivery approach where a risk and reward
based contract was let to an external organisation who would blend with existing
capacity and payment would be made as a result of savings delivered.
33.2.
The second would be a less intensive option, where expert ‘critical friend’
roles are built in to the programme to ensure external challenge and validation of
project status at the joint Board.
34. There are pros and cons to all these choices. The team favoured a combination of para
29 and 31.2
35. Key to the success of the programme would be the availability of change staff,
facilitators, business analysts, solution architects, project managers to be drawn from
the organisations as well as individual and shared data sets relating in particular to
customer, workforce and financial data. There can be no doubt that the absence of this
is what causes many change programmes to stall and fail.
36. An initial estimate of the resource requirement based on the proposed clusters and
based on a combined leadership and scrutiny and critical friend model is given below:
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Element
/Phase

Pre
approval
04/19 –
05/19

Governance

Council
leaders
Council Cex

Discovery
By end
07/19

Approval
By end

Phase 1
By end

Phase 2
By end

Phase 3
By end

09/19

09/20

04/21

09/21

Discovery
Board
5xSO@5%

Council
leaders

Programme
Board

Programme
Board

Programme
Board

Council Cex

5xSO@10%

5xSO@10%

5xSO@10%

Lead Cex
@20%

Lead Cex
@20%

Lead Cex
@20%

Lead Cex

Programme
leadership

SICT facilitator
@50%

SICT facilitator
@40%

SICT facilitator
@60%

Programme
Director
@100%

Programme
Director
@100%

Programme
Director
@100%

1x
Engagement
lead @20%

1x
Engagement
lead @40% or
specialist
consultancy

1x
Engagement
lead @40%

1x
Engagement
lead @40%

1x
Engagement
lead @40%

Business
analysts,
project
managers,
solution
architects,
facilitators as
required

Business
analysts,
project
managers,
solution
architects,
facilitators as
required

Business
analysts,
project
managers,
solution
architects,
facilitators as
required

-

1x critical
friend @5%

-

-

1x critical
friend @5%

-

SICT Team
@5%

Programme
support

-

Specialist
financial
modelling
5x Data lead
@40%

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

-

-

1x critical
friend @5%
2x SO @20%

2x SO @20%

Relevant
professionals
@2.5%

Relevant
professionals
@2.5%

As 1

-

-

2x SO @20%
Relevant
professionals
@2.5%

Cluster 3

-

As 1

-

-

1x critical
friend @5%

-

2x SO @20%
Relevant
professionals
@2.5%

Cluster 4

-

As 1

-

-

-

1x critical
friend @5%
2x SO @20%
Relevant
professionals
@2.5%

Somerset Internal Consultancy Team
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